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Midsized retailers struggle to run their business with generic best-of-breed technology, unable to grow

and unify online and offline shopping experiences. For 30 years, Magstar has been helping retailers

integrate operations and synchronize workflow with omni-channel ERP and POS solutions made

explicitly for specialized retailers. With an end-to-end solution that addresses your unique retail

needs, you can automate processes, gain inventory visibility and outshine competitors.



A Single Software to Run Your 
Wine & Spirit Chain
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The marriage between our accounting software, our POS

and our inventory software has been a huge benefit. These

existed as separate pieces that didn’t communicate with

each other, and once we’d implemented Magstar Total

Retail we realized our old setup had a lot of vulnerabilities

that we’d been unaware of.

“ ”



All-in-One Retail Solution for Retailers
Everything you need to run your retail chain in one place. No need for third-party 

software or hardware. 



• Quickly identify KPI’s

• Automatically update databases

• Generate accurate sales reports

• Tracking inventory control

• Improve accounting with real-time 

insights

• Track sales, product, and promo 

performance

Gain Transparency & Accountability

“
”

By using Magstar, we grew our sales 300% in six years and reduced workforce costs 36% year-over-year. 

Big Al’s Aquarium Supercenters

Track your numbers with confidence and make fewer mistakes with Magstar Total Business 

Intelligence.



Grow Your Business with Automation

Integrate operations and synchronize 

workflow by automating:

• Weekly sales reports

• Replenishment reports

• Payroll tracking

• Ordering and distribution

• Standardized postings to sub-

ledgers/general ledgers

• Analytics 

As your retail chain grows and you add locations and employees, reduce the pains of expansion and 

focus on maintaining your success.



Magstar ERP



”

“Most ERP solutions will find as much of 90% of 

their functionality goes unused because features 

are confusing or complicated. Our solution is 

designed to make sense for our clients and what 

they need to accomplish – no wasted features.

Steven Greenwood
President, Magstar Inc.



Tailored to Industry-Specific Best 
Practices
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“If you need customization for something specific to

your business, Magstar is geared for something like

that – other vendors, you really have to fit in to their

software model.”

“ ”



Use Tools Designed for Liquor Retailers

Drive Industry Best Practice

Accommodate Complex Products

Update One Database

Manage Stock Intelligently

Use preconfigured core fields, reports and 

automated workflows built specifically for 

liquor retail chains. 

Keep track of product information 

essential to your operation, like:

✓ Liquid Volume

✓ Alcohol Content

✓ Country & Region of Origin

✓ Critic Reviews & Scores

✓ Color, Flavor, Food Pairings

Quickly identify understocked items, ensure 

stock availability while running promotions, and 

match inventory to the needs and demands of 

each of your locations.

Eliminate gaps in communication by updating 

only one database across the entire 

organization. 

Adhere to Government ComplianceConnect to Beverage Media Group

Connect to databases and pricing reports 

to automatically update or adjust product 

information and pricing.

Stay on top of regulatory compliance with built in 

alerts for needed actions like ID verification.



Build Relationships with Your Customers

Create Loyalty Programs

Understand Your Target Market

Create & Monitor Promo Offers

Verify IDs

Offer Gift Cards

Provide an Omni-channel Experience

Connect with eCommerce

Leave a lasting impression on your 

customers by attending to their needs online 

and offline.

Automatically gather data about your 

valued customers so that you can better 

understand their purchasing patterns.

Monitor and manage promotional 

pricing from your various vendors.

Use our 2D scanning technology to 

instantly verify age and identification.

Identify which of your customers are 

top spenders, and use Magstar’s

loyalty program capabilities to 

encourage repeat visits.

Unify your brick-and-mortar stores 

and online shop with ease. 

Allow your customers to 

purchase and redeem gift 

cards at any location. Track 

all transactions.



Instant Age Verification Technology

• Automatically collect customer data

• Stop relying on staff to correctly 

interpret age restrictions

• Provide a faster checkout experience

• Gain an automated trail 

demonstrating compliance

Extract and parse data from North American driver’s licenses and smartphones for instant age 

verification.



Big Retail Technology at Small 
Retail Cost
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I doubt there’s much difference between what the

billion dollar drug store chains are doing for their

software solutions and what we’re getting out of

Magstar – they give us everything we need and

more.

“ ”



Compete with the Tier One Marketplace

Tier One Software 

Provider
VS

Features

Tools

Functionality

Price



550+ stores using Magstar in North America

Some of Our Happy Customers



Field-Tested Implementation 
Methodology
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We were dealing with so many different companies

and this system was able to integrate to all of them,

making things a lot simpler. We used to be picking 6

days a week and now we’re down to 4.5 days and

our business has tripled because of automation.

The whole system saved us 40% of our labor force.

“ ”



Painless Implementation Process

Software & Hardware 

Installation 

Employee TrainingGap Analysis

Lab Testing Pilot Test Rollout

Magstar has developed a systematic implementation method that streamlines projects to 

minimize the pain of transition.



Anything we don’t have, we don’t have for our own

reasons. I’m confident that if we decided it was a

priority to be able to do something that the big

retailers are doing, we could go to Magstar and have

them add that in for us. I’ve always gotten the

feeling that Magstar is keeping an eye on

developments in the industry, always ready to add or

improve based on what we need to stay cutting

edge. I’ve never had a question that they didn’t have

an answer for.

Bottle King

“

”



Partners You Can Trust



Award-Winning Customer Service 
& Support
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You can’t beat the personalized support. Not having

to jump through the call center hoops that a low-

level help desk employee wants you to jump though

is a huge time saver. I feel like my Magstar analyst

knows my business as well as I do.

“ ”



30+
years of retail industry 

experience
RIS Leaderboard Top 

Performer for 16 years

ERP solution provider for 

mid-sized retailers

Small but Mighty

Hands-on 24/7 support, 

365 days a year



You’re in Good Hands

Magstar provides its clients with 24/7 locally based support. No helpdesks. No call centers. 



Each analyst has a minimum of 10 

years of experience in their industry. 

✓ Overall Performance

✓ Quality of Support

✓ Quality of Service

✓ Ease of Administration & Maintenance

✓ Ease of Installation & Integration



Magstar Inc. is led by Steven 

Greenwood; 

• Over 45 years of industry experience.

• A widely respected authority in the 

retail ERP industry.

• A member of several North American 

technology advisory boards.

• He works hands-on with all clients.

You Have Our 

Undivided Attention



Steven Greenwood is both deeply knowledgeable and

incredibly honest. He keeps us informed without trying

to sell us technology we don’t actually need.

Passion Vines

“
”



• Publicly traded in the Toronto stock 

exchange

• Manages over 200 software companies

• 20,000+ customers

• Over $1 Billion in sales

Part of Constellation 

Software Network 

Since 2012

Perseus Group Division



Get Back to Serving Your Customers 
with Total Retail

www.magstarinc.com sgreenwood@magstarinc.com 1-877-332-3335


